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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present application relates to a laminated
structure of a flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell, and more
specifically, to a laminated structure of a flat plate type
solid oxide fuel cell, comprising a separator made of an
alloy, and the separator made of the alloy for use therein.
[0002] WO 98/57384 A discloses a solid oxide fuel cell
having a separator made of stainless steel, said separa-
tor comprising a flat plate having an upper plate surface
forming channels, wherein said upper surface is in elec-
trical contact with a cathode layer. A sealing gasket is
disposed around the cathode extending between the
separator and the peripheral electrolyte membrane, said
gasket being made of a glass containing material. A com-
pression member is provided on the anode side of the
fuel cell, said compression member applies a pressure
to the fuel cell. The compression member is made of
nickel and functions also as a current collector. There-
fore, loads are individually imposed on the current col-
lecting section and on a seal section of the fuel cell stack.
[0003] EP 0 620 608 A1 discloses a solid oxide fuel
cell having a separator made of an alloy containing chro-
mium. The separator comprises a flat plate having a lower
plate surface forming channels. A current collector made
of a conductive porous sheet is disposed between the
separator and the cathode. A similar device is also known
from EP 0 961 333 A1.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] There are various types of fuel cells that are
differentiated from each other by an ionic conductor, that
is, a substance used as an electrolyte, and a solid oxide
type fuel cell [SOFC (Solid Oxide Fuel Cell); herein re-
ferred to also as "a solid oxide fuel cell"] is a fuel cell
using an oxide for a solid electrolytic material having ionic
conductivity. This fuel cell generally has an operation
temperature as high as on the order of 1000°C, however,
there has lately been developed one having an operation
temperature not higher than about 750°C. The solid oxide
type fuel cell has the following features described under
items (1) through (5) below:

(1) Because electrochemical reaction at electrodes
proceeds smoothly due to a high operation temper-
ature, energy loss is low and power generation effi-
ciency is high.
(2) Since the temperature of waste heat is high, the
power generation efficiency can be enhanced still
higher by multi-stage utilization of the waste heat.
(3) Since the operation temperature is high enough
to cause hydrocarbon fuel such as natural gas to be
reformed, it is possible to cause reformation reaction
to occur inside the fuel cell. In this respect, it is pos-
sible to implement substantial simplification of a fuel

processing system (a reformer plus a shift converter)
required in a low-temperature operation type fuel cell
such as a phosphoric acid fuel cell, and polymer fuel
cell.
(4) As it is possible to cause carbon monoxide (CO)
as well to contribute to power generation reaction,
fuel can be diversified.
(5) Since all constituent members are made up of
solids, respectively, there is no risk of problems such
as corrosion and evaporation of an electrolyte, oc-
curring to a phosphoric acid fuel cell and molten car-
bonate fuel cell.

[0005] Figs. 1 and 2 are schematic representations il-
lustrating a form of a solid oxide type fuel cell by way of
example. As shown in the figures, a fuel pole and an air
pole (an oxide pole in the case of oxygen being used as
an oxidizing agent) are disposed with an electrolytic ma-
terial sandwiched therebetween, and a single cell is
made up of a triple-layer unit of fuel pole / electrolyte /
air pole. For the electrolytic material, use is made of, for
example, a sintered body in a sheet form, made of yttria
stabilization zirconia (YSZ), and so forth. For the fuel
pole, use is made of, for example, a porous material made
from a mixture of nickel and yttria stabilization zirconia
(Ni - YSZ cermet), and so forth. For the air pole, use is
made of, for example, a porous material made from Sr
doped LaMnO3, and so forth. The single cell is made up
normally by causing the fuel pole and the air pole to be
baked onto both-side faces of the electrolytic material.
[0006] When operating the solid oxide type fuel cell
described above, fuel is fed to the fuel pole side of the
single cell while air as an oxidizing agent is fed to the air
pole side of the single cell, and by connecting both the
poles to an external load, electric power can be obtained.
However, with only one single cell, a voltage at only on
the order of 0.7V at most is obtained. Accordingly, it is
necessary for obtaining electric power for practical use
to connect a plurality of the single cells with each other
in series.
[0007] For the purpose of electrically connecting adja-
cent single cells with each other, and properly distribut-
ing, and supplying fuel and air to the fuel pole and the air
pole, respectively, at the same time, before discharging
them, a separator (inter-connector) and the single cell
are alternately laminated to each other. Figs. 1 and 2
show a case where there are provided two single cells,
with one separator interposed therebetween, and a frame
body (serving as a kind of separator) is disposed on the
upper surface of an upper single cell, and on the under-
side of a lower single cell, respectively
[0008] Fig. 3 is a schematic representation illustrating
a process of constructing a solid oxide type fuel cell using
the separator described. As shown in Fig. 3, a current
collector plate is disposed on the surface of the separator
disposed on the underside of the fuel pole (Ni + YSZ),
and on the upper surface of the separator disposed on
top of the air pole, respectively, and by imposing a load
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from the current collector plate disposed on the upper
surface of the separator disposed on top of the air pole,
respective members are closely laminated with each oth-
er. In Fig. 3, there is shown a case where one single cell
made up of the triple-layer unit is used, however, the
same applies to a case where a plurality of single cells
are disposed so as to be laminated to each other.
[0009] With reference to the separators to be used as
described above, numerous properties as described un-
der items (1) through (8) are required:

(1) dense enough not to allow gas to pass, and to
leak therethrough;
(2) electron conductivity is high;
(3) ionic conductivity is low enough to be negligible;
(4) a constituent material itself is chemically stable
in both an oxidizing atmosphere and a reducing at-
mosphere at a high temperature;
(5) there occurs no reaction thereof with other con-
stituent members such as the two poles, and no ex-
cessive mutual diffusion therewith;
(6) a thermal expansion coefficient thereof matches
those of other constituent materials of the cell
(7) change in size, due to variation in atmosphere,
is small; and
(8) sufficient strength.

[0010] Because of such severe requirements, there is
limitation to the constituent material that can be used as
the separator under an operating condition close to
1000°C. As a constituent material meeting those require-
ments as much as possible, use is most generally made
of an oxide solid solution of a LaCrO3 group (lanthanum
chromite). With the constituent material described, a por-
tion of La is replaced with an alkaline earth metal such
as Ca, Sr, etc., and further, a portion of Cr is replaced
with a 3d transition metal element such as Mg, Co, Mn,
Ni, etc., thereby optimizing properties thereof so as to
meet those requirements described.
[0011] Now, with the solid oxide type fuel cell operating
at a temperature not higher than about 750°C, there has
been proposed use of an alloy such as a heat resistant
alloy containing chromium as the constituent material for
the separator. Even in the case of such a material for use
in the separator as described, the separator is naturally
provided with grooves to allow passage of air and fuel.
[0012] EP-A-0 961 333 discloses a structure made up
by multiple protrusions and multiple rows of gas flow
grooves formed by multiple protrusions in a separator for
a solid oxide fuel cell.
[0013] Fig. 4 is a schematic representation illustrating
the construction of the conventional separator described
as above by way of example. As shown in Fig. 4, there
is the need for providing a plate body with a plurality of
grooves, and machining is essential for forming such
grooves in an alloy such as the heat resistant alloy con-
taining chromium. Machining of the alloy described, how-
ever, is very difficult because the alloy has high hardness

and partial cutting is required, eventually resulting in high
cost. This point poses a problem in putting it to commer-
cial use. Further, since metal (alloy) has a high thermal
expansion coefficient in comparison with a cell made of
ceramic, use of a separator made of metal causes stress
to occur to a cell due to rise and fall in temperature, posing
a problem of breakage occurring to the cell.
[0014] A solid oxide fuel cell having a similar structure
is disclosed in EP-A-0 622 608. The solid oxide fuel cell
comprises a separator made of an alloy containing chro-
mium. The separator 30 comprises a flat plate having a
lower plate surface forming channels.
[0015] WO 98/57384 discloses a solid oxide fuel cell
having a separator made of stainless steel and compris-
ing a cathode layer, a sealing gas and a compression
member which are disposed an laminated in the solid
oxide fuel cell. The compression member is made of nick-
el. The separator made of stainless steel comprises one
flat plate having a plurality of channels formed by boring
the flat plate.
[0016] In view of the fact and problems as described
above in connection with the flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell, the invention has been developed in order to
resolve those problems. It is therefore an object of the
invention not only to eliminate the above-described prob-
lem with processing and the problem of thermal stress
cracking by introducing a novel idea to the separator
made of the alloy such as the heat resistant alloy con-
taining chromium for use in the flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell but also to provide a laminated structure of a flat
plate type solid oxide fuel cell, having excellent perform-
ance, in terms of performance as the flat plate type solid
oxide fuel cell using the separator, and the separator to
enable the object to be attained.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0017] Thus, in accordance with a first aspect of the
invention, there is provided a solid oxide fuel cell com-
prising a separator made of an alloy, wherein the sepa-
rator comprises a flat plate and a slit plate, characterized
in that the slit plate is a slit plate having a cleavage pro-
vided in respective latticed strips for forming slits, and in
such a manner as to run in the direction crossing the
longitudinal direction of the respective latticed strips.
[0018] The inventions further provides a laminated
structure of a flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell having
the aforementioned features, wherein an air pole is butt-
ed against the slit plate, a metallic holding sheet is dis-
posed around the air pole and a thin film electrolyte is
joint to the metallic holding sheet by a sealant.
[0019] Advantageous embodiments are subject matter
of depending claims 2 to 5 and claims 7 to 12, respec-
tively.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]
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Fig. 1 is a schematic representation illustrating a
form of a solid oxide type fuel cell by way of example;
Fig. 2 is a schematic representation illustrating the
form of the solid oxide type fuel cell by way of exam-
ple;
Fig. 3 is a schematic representation illustrating a
process of constructing the solid oxide type fuel cell;
Fig. 4 is a schematic representation illustrating the
construction of a conventional separator by way of
example;
Figs. 5 (A) and (B) are schematic representations
illustrating a flat plate of an embodiment of a sepa-
rator according to the invention;
Figs. 6 (A) and (B) are schematic representations
illustrating a slit plate of the embodiment of the sep-
arator according to the invention;
Fig. 7 is a schematic representation showing an ex-
ample of a process of forming a flat plate type solid
oxide fuel cell stack using the separator comprising
the flat plate and the slit plate according to the in-
vention;
Fig. 8 is a schematic representation illustrating an
example wherein a conductor, such as a metal sheet,
metal mesh, metallic porous body, and so forth, is
disposed between a flat plate and slit plate, accord-
ing to Example 1;
Fig. 9 is a schematic representation illustrating an
example wherein a cleavage is provided in each of
a plurality of latticed strips constituting respective
slits of a slit section, according to Example 2;
Fig. 10 is a schematic representation illustrating an-
other example wherein a cleavage is provided in
each of the plurality of latticed strips constituting the
respective slits of the slit section, according to Ex-
ample 2;
Fig. 11 is a schematic representation illustrating still
another example wherein a cleavage is provided in
each of the plurality of latticed strips constituting the
respective slits of the slit section, according to Ex-
ample 2;
Fig. 12 is a schematic representation illustrating a
further example wherein a cleavage is provided in
each of the plurality of latticed strips constituting the
respective slits of the slit section, according to Ex-
ample 2;
Fig. 13 is a schematic representation illustrating an
example wherein respective loads are applied to a
seal section and a current collecting section, individ-
ually, according to Example 3;
Fig. 14 is a top plan view of the example shown in
Fig. 13, wherein the respective loads are applied to
the seal section and the current collecting section,
individually, according to Example 3; and
Fig. 15 is a schematic representation illustrating an-
other example wherein respective loads are applied
to a seal section and a current collecting section,
individually according to Example 3.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0021] The present invention is concerned with a lam-
inated structure of a flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell
using a separator made of an alloy. With the present in-
vention, it is important that the separator is made up of
a flat plate and a slit plate, prepared individually, and
such a constitution represents the basic feature of the
invention. The laminated structure is made up by butting
the slit plate against an air pole before butting a flat plate
against the slit plate or by butting the slit plate against
the flat plate before butting the air pole against the slit
plate. Figs. 5 and 6 are schematic representations illus-
trating an embodiment of the invention.
[0022] Fig. 5 is a view showing the flat plate, Fig. 5 (A)
being a plan view, and Fig. 5(B) a side view. In Fig. 5(B),
the flat plate is shown larger than in Fig. 5 (A). As shown
in Fig. 5 (A), the flat plate is provided simply with air feed-
ing header / air exhausting header and fuel feeding head-
er / fuel exhausting header, which can be easily formed
by punching. Fig. 6 is a view showing the slit plate, Fig.
6 (A) being a plan view, and Fig. 6 (B) a sectional view
taken on line A-A in Fig. 6 (A). In Fig. 6 (B), the slit plate
is shown somewhat larger than in Fig. 6 (A). As shown
in Fig. 6, the slit plate is provided simply with a plurality
of slits cut through the slit plate vertically, that is, grooves,
and the fuel feeding header / fuel exhausting header,
which can be easily formed by punching. Respective slits
are formed in such a manner as to be interposed between
adjacent latticed strips of a plurality of the latticed strips,
and the leftmost slit is formed between the left edge sec-
tion of the slit plate and the leftmost latticed strip while
the rightmost slit is formed between the right edge section
of the slit plate and the rightmost latticed strip. The
number of the slits (or the number of the latticed strips)
are set as appropriate depending on the scale of a fuel
cell and other conditions. The thickness of the flat plate
combined with the slit plate is the same as that of a con-
ventional integral type separator, however, since the flat
plate and the slit plate are separately formed so as to
meet such a requirement, the thickness of the flat plate
and the slit plate, respectively, is thinner.
[0023] With the invention, not only working on the sep-
arator is rendered easier but also a fuel cell using the
separator can maintain excellent performance. In this re-
spect, in the case of the conventional separator, since it
has been necessary to provide a plate body with a plu-
rality of grooves, machining by partial cutting has been
essential. In contrast, with the invention, not only such
necessity is eliminated, but the fuel cell constructed by
laminating by use of the separator is capable of main-
taining its excellent properties in terms of performance.
[0024] Fig. 7 is a schematic representation showing an
example of a process of forming a flat plate type solid
oxide fuel cell stack using the separator comprising the
flat plate and the slit plate according to the invention. In
Fig. 7, sizes are shown by way of example, and are to
be set as appropriate depending on the scale of the fuel
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cell and other conditions. A solid oxide electrolytic mate-
rial {YSZ (yttria stabilization zirconia) etc.} is disposed on
top of a fuel pole {(Ni - YSZ cermet) etc.}, thereby forming
a fuel pole holding film type cell. Subsequently, an air
pole is disposed on a portion of the solid oxide electrolytic
material, inside a frame of a thin metallic holding sheet
(for example, 50 mm) in thickness. That is, the air pole is
disposed so as to be surrounded with the frame of the
metallic holding sheet. As for the metallic holding sheet,
the sheet is disposed around the air pole. For the con-
stituent material of the metallic holding sheet, a Fe - Cr
based alloy, and so forth are used.
[0025] Thereafter, the separator according to the in-
vention, comprising the flat plate and the slit plate, each
formed individually, is disposed on top of an assembled
body described as above, that is, on top of the air pole
and the frame of the metallic holding sheet, surrounding
the air pole. For implementing this, after the slit plate is
first disposed on top of the assembled body, the flat plate
is disposed. The current collecting function of the air pole
and flow paths of air are thus provided by combination
of the single slit plate made of an alloy and the single flat
plate made of an alloy Further, for alleviation of thermal
stress, the metallic holding sheet is disposed around the
air pole. As shown in the lower part in Fig. 7, with a lam-
inated body made up as above, a peripheral portion
thereof constitutes a seal section, and a portion thereof,
surrounded by the seal section, constitutes a current col-
lecting section.
[0026] With the laminated body described as above, a
conductor may be disposed between the flat plate and
the slit plate. For the conductor, for example, a metal
sheet, metal mesh, metallic porous body, and so forth
are used. By so doing, bondability between the air pole
and a slit section of the slit plate can be enhanced. As
the constituent material of the conductor, use can be
made of any material having conductivity even in an ox-
idizing atmosphere at high temperature. For example, a
variety of heat-resistant alloys such as a heat-resistant
alloy containing chromium (for example, ferritic stainless
steel) are cited.
[0027] Further, as a variation of the preferred embod-
iments of the invention, a cleavage may be provided in
each of the plurality of the latticed strips forming the re-
spective slits, and in such a manner as to run in the trans-
verse direction of the respective slits, that is, in the direc-
tion crossing the longitudinal direction thereof. By so do-
ing, the respective cleavages can cause the respective
latticed strips to further warp under a load imposed from
above in addition to warpage which the respective lat-
ticed strips have already undergone due to the load im-
posed from above, so that the bondability between the
air pole and the slit section of the slit plate can be further
enhanced. The cleavage for the respective latticed strips
may be provided at the center thereof, in the longitudinal
direction of the respective latticed strips (1), the cleavage
for each of the latticed strips may be provided so as to
be disposed at the upper end and lower end, alternately,

of the latticed strips adjacent to each other, in the longi-
tudinal direction thereof, respectively, that is, at the upper
end and lower end of the latticed strips adjacent to each
other, respectively, in a staggered manner (2), or the
cleavage for each of the latticed strips may be provided
so as to be disposed at any suitable position of every one
of the latticed strips, in the longitudinal direction thereof,
that is, at random for every one of the latticed strips (3).
[0028] An alloy (metal) has a thermal expansion coef-
ficient, higher in comparison with that of ceramic. Accord-
ingly, if a separator made of an alloy is used in a fuel cell,
this will cause stress to occur due to variation in temper-
ature, up and down, that is, thermal cycle, accompanying
power generation and stoppage thereof, posing a prob-
lem of breakage occurring the fuel cell. With the invention,
since the separator made of the alloy is divided between
the flat plate and the slit plate, a stress applied to the cell
due to the thermal cycle described can be alleviated by
flexibility of the separator, and in addition, the stress de-
scribed can be further alleviated by providing the respec-
tive latticed strips of the slit plate with the cleavage or
cleavages as described above.
[0029] Furthermore, with the laminated structure of the
flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell according to the inven-
tion, a load can be divided, so that respective loads are
imposed on the seal section, and the current collecting
section, individually. Thus, since the respective loads are
imposed on the seal section, and the current collecting
section, individually, a stress that would occur if a load
were evenly applied to the seal section and the current
collecting section, as in the case of a conventional struc-
ture, can be alleviated, and yet a pressing force is applied
to both the seal section and the current collecting section
with certainty, so that it is possible to fabricate a high
performance fuel cell stack wherein deterioration in per-
formance does not occur even if thermal cycles, that is,
power generations and stoppages thereof, are repeated.
[0030] More specifically in the slit plate, the respective
latticed strips of the slit section, opposite to the current
collecting section, are caused to warp downward under
pressure of the load, imposed from above, so that by
imposing the respective loads to the seal section and the
current collecting section, individually, bondability be-
tween the air pole and the slit section of the slit plate can
be further enhanced. In this respect, in the case of im-
posing a load evenly to the seal section and the current
collecting section as with the case of the conventional
structure (refer to Fig. 3), for example, adherence be-
tween the air pole and the slit section becomes insuffi-
cient although the seal section is densely stacked, there-
by creating a factor for deterioration in the performance
of the cell. However, by imposing the respective loads to
the seal section and the current collecting section, indi-
vidually, the stress is alleviated, and a pressing force is
applied to both the seal section and the current collecting
section with certainty, so that the current collecting sec-
tion as well can be densely stacked
[0031] With the invention, the solid oxide type fuel cell
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may be a holding film type cell for holding a fuel pole,
wherein a metallic holding sheet joined to a thin-film elec-
trolyte with sealant, and so forth, is disposed around an
air pole. In this case as well, a current collecting layer, a
current collector made up of a metal mesh, or the like
may be disposed between the air pole and a slit plate.
Further, in this case, instead of butting the slit plate
against the air pole before butting the flat plate against
the slit plate, the slit plate may be butted against the flat
plate before butting the air pole against the slit plate.
[0032] The invention is applicable to a case of using a
separator made of a heat resistant alloy such as a heat
resistant alloy containing chromium. Examples of the
heat resistant alloy as described include an alloy of a
chemical composition where Cr = 22 (unit: wt %, the same
for all elements mentioned hereinafter), Mn = 0.48, Si =
0.36, Ni = 0.26, Zr = 0.22, Al = 0.14, La = 0.04, C = 0.02,
and Fe = balance, an alloy of a chemical composition
where Cr = 16.2 (unit: wt %, the same for all elements
mentioned hereinafter), La = 2.0, Si = 0.95, Ni = 0.12,
Mn = 0.09, C = 0.03, and Fe = balance, or the like.

Examples

[0033] The invention will be described in more detail
hereinafter with reference to examples, however, it is to
be understood that the invention is not limited thereto.

Example 1

[0034] Fig. 8 is a schematic representation illustrating
an example wherein a conductor, such as a metal sheet,
metal mesh, metallic porous body, and so forth, is dis-
posed between a flat plate and slit plate. As shown in
Fig. 8, the conductor, such as the metal sheet, metal
mesh, metallic porous body, and so forth, is disposed
between the flat plate and slit plate. Because the slit plate
can be caused to warp downward when grooves thereof,
that is, a plurality of latticed strips constituting slits, re-
spectively, are pressed from above, a slit section of the
slit plate is pressed down due to the thickness of the
conductor, so that bondability between an air pole and
the slit plate can be enhanced.

Example 2

[0035] Figs. 9 through 12 are schematic representa-
tions (plan views) illustrating examples wherein a cleav-
age is provided in each of a plurality of latticed strips
constituting respective slits of a slit section of a slit plate.
Fig. 9 shows an example where a cleavage is provided
at the center of each of the latticed strips, in the longitu-
dinal direction thereof. Fig. 10 shows another example
where a cleavage for each of the latticed strips is provided
so as to be disposed at the upper end and lower end,
alternately, of the latticed strips adjacent to each other,
in the longitudinal direction thereof, respectively, that is,
at the upper end and lower end of the latticed strips ad-

jacent to each other, respectively, in a staggered manner.
Figs. 11 and 12 shows other examples, respectively,
where a cleavage is provided at any suitable position of
respective latticed strips, in the longitudinal direction
thereof, for every latticed strip, that is, at random for every
latticed strip. As a result, the respective cleavages can
cause the respective latticed strips to further warp under
a load imposed from above in addition to warpage which
the respective latticed strips undergo due to the load im-
posed from above, so that the bondability between the
air pole and the slit section of the slit plate can be further
enhanced.

Example 3

[0036] The present example is an example of a lami-
nated structure of a flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell
using a separator comprising a flat plate and slit plate,
wherein a load is divided and respective loads are applied
to a seal section and a current collecting section, individ-
ually Figs. 13 and 14 are schematic representations il-
lustrating the present Example. Fig. 14 is a top plan view
of weight portions shown in Fig. 13, as seen from above.
As shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respective weights are
placed on top of the seal section and the current collecting
section, individually. Since the respective loads are im-
posed on the seal section, and the current collecting sec-
tion, individually, a stress that would occur if a load were
evenly imposed on the seal section and the current col-
lecting section, as in the conventional case, can be alle-
viated, and yet a pressing force can be applied to both
the seal section and the current collecting section with
certainty
[0037] Apart from a load imposed on the seal section,
a load is imposed on a fuel pole - an oxide electrolyte -
an air pole - latticed strips - the flat plate, in the current
collecting section, by a weight for the current collecting
section, thereby causing the current collecting section to
be densely stacked, without being affected by the load
of the sealed section as stacked. Thus, it becomes pos-
sible to fabricate a high performance fuel cell stack
wherein deterioration in performance does not occur
even if thermal cycles, that is, power generation and stop-
page thereof, are repeated. Fig. 15 shows an example
of a flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell stack made up by
laminating a plurality of single cells with each other, and
also shows a three-dimensional disposition relationship
of respective members. By preparing a plurality of
weights each weighing as predetermined, and placing a
required number thereof on the seal section and the cur-
rent collecting section, respectively, it is possible to adjust
the magnitude of a load weight imposed on the seal sec-
tion and the current collecting section, individually.

Example 4

[0038] With the present example, there were prepared
a plurality of sheets each with dimensions 11 cm x 11 cm
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(121 cm2) x 0.3 mm (thickness), made of a heat resistant
alloy containing chromium. The alloy was an alloy of
chemical composition where Cr = 22 (unit: wt %, the same
for all elements mentioned hereinafter), Mn = 0.48, Si =
0.36, Ni = 0.26, Zr = 0.22, Al = 0.14, La = 0.04, C = 0.02,
and Fe = balance. Then, using one of the sheets, the air
feeding header / air exhausting header and the fuel feed-
ing header / fuel exhausting header as shown in Fig, 5
(A), were formed by punching, thereby forming a flat plate
according to the invention.
[0039] Further, using another of the sheets, a plurality
of slits and the fuel feeding header / fuel exhausting head-
er, as shown in Fig, 6 (A), were formed by punching,
thereby forming a slit plate according to the invention.
The respective slits were formed between latticed strips,
adjacent to each other. Meanwhile, for a fuel pole, Ni -
YSZ cermet was used, and for a solid oxide electrolytic
material, YSZ (yttria stabilization zirconia) was used. A
fuel pole holding film type cell was formed by disposing
the solid oxide electrolytic material on top of the fuel pole,
and an air pole was disposed on top of a portion of the
solid oxide electrolytic material, inside a frame of a thin
metallic holding sheet in thickness (about 50 mm), there-
by forming "an assembled body".
[0040] Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 7, the flat plate
and slit plate, prepared as described above, were lami-
nated to the assembled body More specifically, after first
disposing the slit plate on top of the assembled body, the
flat plate was disposed. Thus, the current collecting func-
tion of the air pole and flow paths of air were provided by
combination of the single slit plate made of the alloy and
the single flat plate made of the alloy, thereby constituting
a flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell stack.
[0041] Power generation tests were conducted on the
flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell stack. Using a testing
apparatus, a current collector plate was disposed on the
upper surface and underside surface of the stack, re-
spectively, while an ammeter and a voltmeter were dis-
posed between both the poles, as shown in Fig. 3, where-
upon the fuel cell was put into operation to measure cur-
rent and voltage. As a fuel gas to be fed to the fuel pole,
20% (mol %) humidified hydrogen was used, and air was
fed to the air pole. The test results confirmed that the fuel
cell has excellent performance of 0.758 V in terms of
output voltage with current density of 0.3A/cm2 at 750°C.

Example 5

[0042] The present example is an example where a slit
plate provided with cleavages was used and respective
loads were imposed on a seal section and current col-
lecting section, individually A flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell stack was made up in the same way as for the
case of the example 4, except that the slit plate provided
with a cleavage at the center of each of latticed strips, in
the longitudinal direction thereof, as shown in Fig. 9, was
used for the slit plate, and respective loads were imposed
on the seal section and the current collecting section,

individually. Thereafter, power generation tests were
conducted on the flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell stack.
The test results confirmed that a fuel cell obtained has
excellent performance of 0.766 V in terms of output volt-
age with current density of 0.3A/cm2 at 750°C.
[0043] The invention has advantageous effects in that
not only a problem with processing of the separator made
of the alloy, for use in the flat plate type solid oxide fuel
cell, can be eliminated but also the flat plate type solid
oxide fuel cell using the separator can maintain excellent
performance as the flat plate type solid oxide fuel cell.

Claims

1. A solid oxide fuel cell comprising a separator made
of an alloy, wherein the separator comprises a flat
plate and a slit plate, characterized in that the slit
plate is a slit plate having a cleavage provided in
respective latticed strips for forming slits, and in such
a manner as to run in the direction crossing the lon-
gitudinal direction of the respective latticed strips.

2. The solid oxide fuel cell according to claim 1, wherein
the separator made of the alloy is a separator made
of a heat resistant alloy containing chromium.

3. The solid oxide fuel cell according to claim 1, wherein
the cleavage provided in the respective latticed
strips, and in such a manner as to run in the direction
crossing the longitudinal direction thereof, is a cleav-
age provided at the center of the respective latticed
strips, in the longitudinal direction thereof.

4. The solid oxide fuel cell according to claim 1, wherein
the cleavage provided in the respective latticed
strips, and in such a manner as to run in the direction
crossing the longitudinal direction thereof, is a cleav-
age provided at the upper end or lower end of every
other latticed strip, alternately, in the longitudinal di-
rection thereof, for the respective latticed strips ad-
jacent to each other.

5. The solid oxide fuel cell according to claim 1, wherein
the cleavage provided in the respective latticed
strips, and in such a manner as to run in the direction
crossing the longitudinal direction thereof, is a cleav-
age provided at any suitable position, in the longitu-
dinal direction thereof, for every latticed strip.

6. A laminated structure of a flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell comprising a solid oxide fuel cell according
to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein an air pole is
butted against the slit plate, a metallic holding sheet
is disposed around the air pole and a thin film elec-
trolyte is joint to the metallic holding sheet by a seal-
ant.
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7. The laminated structure of a flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell according to claim 6, wherein a conductor
is disposed between the flat plate and slit plate.

8. The laminated structure of a flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell according to claim 6, wherein a current col-
lecting layer or a current collector, which consists of
a metal and is meshed, is disposed between the air
pole and slit plate.

9. The laminated structure of a flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell according to any one of claims 6 to 8, wherein
the separator is made of heat resistant alloy contain-
ing chromium.

10. The laminated structure of a flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell according to any one of claims 6 to 9, said
fuel cell is a holding film cell for holding the fuel pole,
wherein an electrolytic film is formed on a substrate
of the fuel pole.

11. The laminated structure of a flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell according to any one of claims 6 to 10, com-
prising a divided load, and respective loads are im-
posed on a seal section and current collecting sec-
tion, individually.

12. The laminated structure of a flat plate type solid oxide
fuel cell according to claim 7, wherein the sealant is
a glass or a wax.

Patentansprüche

1. Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle, mit einem Abstandhalter,
der aus einer Legierung hergestellt ist, wobei der
Abstandhalter eine Flachplatte und eine Schlitzplat-
te aufweist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die
Schlitzplatte eine Schlitzplatte mit einer Furchung
ist, die in jeweiligen gitterartigen Schlitzen zum Bil-
den von Schlitzen bereitgestellt ist, und zwar derart,
dass diese in der Richtung verläuft, die die Längs-
richtung der jeweiligen gitterartigen Schlitze kreuzt.

2. Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle nach Anspruch 1, bei der
der Abstandhalter, der aus der Legierung hergestellt
ist, ein Abstandhalter ist, der aus einer hitzebestän-
digen Legierung, die Chrom enthält, hergestellt ist.

3. Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle nach Anspruch 1, bei der
die Furchung, die in den jeweiligen gitterartigen
Schlitzen bereitgestellt ist, und zwar derart, dass die-
se in der Richtung verläuft, die die Längsrichtung der
jeweiligen gitterartigen Schlitze kreuzt, eine Fur-
chung ist, die in der Mitte der jeweiligen gitterartigen
Schlitze in deren Längsrichtung vorgesehen ist.

4. Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle nach Anspruch 1, bei der

die Furchung, die in den jeweiligen gitterartigen
Schlitzen bereitgestellt ist, und zwar derart, dass die-
se in der Richtung verläuft, die die Längsrichtung der
jeweiligen gitterartigen Schlitze kreuzt, eine Fur-
chung ist, die abwechselnd an dem oberen oder dem
unteren Ende zweier aufeinanderfolgender gitterar-
tiger Schlitze vorgesehen ist.

5. Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle nach Anspruch 1, bei der
die Furchung, die in den jeweiligen gitterartigen
Schlitzen bereitgestellt ist, und zwar derart, dass die-
se in der Richtung verläuft, die die Längsrichtung der
jeweiligen gitterartigen Schlitze kreuzt, eine Fur-
chung ist, die für jeden gitterartigen Schlitz an ir-
gendeiner geeigneten Stelle in dessen Längsrich-
tung vorgesehen ist.

6. Laminierte Struktur einer Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle
vom Typ einer Flachplatte, die eine Festoxid-Brenn-
stoffzelle nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 aufweist,
wobei ein Luftpol an der Schlitzplatte anliegt, ein me-
tallisches Halteblech um den Luftpol angeordnet ist
und ein Dünnfilmelektrolyt über ein Dichtmittel an
das metallische Halteblech angebunden ist.

7. Laminierte Struktur einer Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle
vom Typ einer Flachplatte nach Anspruch 6, bei der
ein Leiter zwischen der Flachplatte und der Schlitz-
platte angeordnet ist.

8. Laminierte Struktur einer Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle
vom Typ einer Flachplatte nach Anspruch 6, bei der
eine Stromsammelschicht oder ein Stromsammler,
der aus einem Metall besteht und netzartig ist, zwi-
schen dem Luftpol und der Schlitzplatte angeordnet
ist.

9. Laminierte Struktur einer Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle
vom Typ einer Flachplatte nach einem der Ansprü-
che 6 bis 8, bei der der Abstandhalter aus einer hit-
zebeständigen Legierung, die Chrom enthält, her-
gestellt ist.

10. Laminierte Struktur einer Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle
vom Typ einer Flachplatte nacheinem der Ansprü-
che 6 bis 9, bei der die Brennstoffzelle eine Halte-
filmzelle zum Halten des Brennstoffpols ist, wobei
ein elektrolytischer Film auf einem Substrat des
Brennstoffpols gebildet ist.

11. Laminierte Struktur einer Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle
vom Typ einer Flachplatte nach einem der Ansprü-
che 6 bis 10, mit einer geteilten Last, und wobei je-
weilige Lasten einzeln auf einen Dichtabschnitt und
auf einen Stromsammelabschnitt aufgegeben sind.

12. Laminierte Struktur einer Festoxid-Brennstoffzelle
vom Typ einer Flachplatte nach Anspruch 7, bei der
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das Dichtmittel ein Glas oder ein Wachs ist.

Revendications

1. Pile à combustible à oxyde solide comprenant un
séparateur constitué d’un alliage, dans laquelle le
séparateur comprend une plaque plate et une plaque
fendue, caractérisée en ce que la plaque fendue
est une plaque fendue ayant un clivage disposé dans
des bandes grillagées respectives pour former des
fentes, et de manière à s’étendre dans une direction
coupant la direction longitudinale des bandes grilla-
gées respectives.

2. Pile à combustible à oxyde solide selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans laquelle le séparateur constitué de
l’alliage est un séparateur constitué d’un alliage ré-
sistant à la chaleur contenant du chrome.

3. Pile à combustible à oxyde solide selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans laquelle le clivage disposé dans les
bandes grillagées respectives, et de manière à
s’étendre dans la direction coupant la direction lon-
gitudinale de celles-ci, est un clivage disposé au cen-
tre des bandes grillagées respectives, dans la direc-
tion longitudinale de celles-ci.

4. Pile à combustible à oxyde solide selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans laquelle le clivage disposé dans les
bandes grillagées respectives, et de manière à
s’étendre dans la direction coupant la direction lon-
gitudinale de celles-ci, est un clivage disposé à l’ex-
trémité supérieure ou l’extrémité inférieure d’une
bande grillagée sur deux, de façon alternée, dans la
direction longitudinale de celles-ci, pour les bandes
grillagées respectives adjacentes les unes aux
autres.

5. Pile à combustible à oxyde solide selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans laquelle le clivage disposé dans les
bandes grillagées respectives, et de manière à
s’étendre dans la direction coupant la direction lon-
gitudinale de celles-ci, est un clivage disposé à une
position adaptée quelconque, dans la direction lon-
gitudinale de celles-ci, pour chaque bande grillagée.

6. Structure stratifiée d’une pile à combustible à oxyde
solide de type à plaque plate comprenant une pile à
combustible à oxyde solide selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 5, dans laquelle un pôle à air
est en butée contre la plaque fendue, une feuille de
support métallique est disposée autour du pôle à air
et un électrolyte à couche mince est assemblé à la
feuille de support métallique par un agent de scelle-
ment.

7. Structure stratifiée d’une pile à combustible à oxyde

solide de type à plaque plate selon la revendication
6, dans laquelle un conducteur est disposé entre la
plaque plate et la plaque fendue.

8. Structure stratifiée d’une pile à combustible à oxyde
solide de type à plaque plate selon la revendication
6, dans laquelle une couche de collecteur de courant
ou un collecteur de courant, qui est constitué d’un
métal et est sous forme de treillis, est disposé entre
le pôle à air et la plaque fendue.

9. Structure stratifiée d’une pile à combustible à oxyde
solide de type à plaque plate selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 8, dans laquelle le séparateur
est constitué d’alliage résistant à la chaleur conte-
nant du chrome.

10. Structure stratifiée d’une pile à combustible à oxyde
solide de type à plaque plate selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 9, dans laquelle ladite pile à
combustible est une pile à film de support pour sou-
tenir le pôle à combustible, dans laquelle un film élec-
trolytique est formé sur substrat du pôle à combus-
tible.

11. Structure stratifiée d’une pile à combustible à oxyde
solide de type à plaque plate selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 6 à 10, comprenant une charge
divisée et des charges respectives sont appliquées
sur une section de joint d’étanchéité et une section
de collecte de courant, individuellement.

12. Structure stratifiée d’une pile à combustible à oxyde
solide de type à plaque plate selon la revendication
7, dans laquelle l’agent de scellement est un verre
ou une cire.
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